[Magnetic resonance imaging findings of hypovascular clear cell renal cell carcinoma].
Objective: To analyze MRI findings of hypovascular clear cell renal cell carcinoma. Methods: The clinical data and MRI findings of patients with hypovascular clear cell RCC confirmed by pathology from February 2016 to March 2017 were retrospectively analyzed in General Hospital of Chinese People's Liberation Army. According to the diameter of the lesions, they were divided into two groups of diameter ≤4 cm and group of diameter > 4 cm. The data was analyzed by using χ(2) to compare clinical data and tumor imaging characteristics between the two groups. Results: Thirty-four patients had 34 hypovascular lesions.The solid part of the tumor showed a slightly hypo- and isointense in 31 lesions, and high signal in 3 lesions; T(1)WI showed slightly lower and equal signal in 29 lesions and high signal in 5 lesions; DWI showed equal low signal in 10 lesions, 24 tumors were mainly high signal; 33 lesions showed pseudo-capsule; tumor hemorrhage in 12 lesions, necrosis in 9 lesions and cystic change in 22 lesions, lipid component in 4 lesions. There were 19 lesions with diameter ≤ 4 cm and 15 lesions with diameter > 4 cm. The surgical methods and bleeding in the lesion were statistically different between the two groups (P<0.05). Conclusion: The MRI findings of hypovascular clear cell RCC are low signal on T(2)WI, high signal on DWI mainly, less lipid. Laparoscopic radical resection was more suitable for lesions with diameter >4 cm and these lesions were more likely to bleed within the tumor.